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NEWS ... NEWS ... NEWS 
BOX 4, HOLME BUILDING, SYDNEY UNIVERSITY, 2006 

Hang Glider Visibility 

As part of TAHGA/HGFA's negotiations with 
Transport Australia regarding changes to A. N. O. 95.8 
which regulates hang gliding activities, the visibility 
of hang gliders to other aircraft is being discussed. 
We have proposed changes to the regulations which 
would greatly increase our access to airspace if 
approved. If we are to use this airspace which is 
already shared by powered craft, sailplanes, para
chutists and hot air balloons, we must accept the 
additional responsibility which comes with it. Part 
of that responsibility is ensuring that our flying 
activities do not endanger any other air traffic . . 

A direct test of our visibility at altitude 
from several visual angles is going to be carried 
out during the Nationals at Mt. Buffalo using a 
D.O.T. airplane and several kites. We will report 
the results in SkySailor next month and may even 
have some feedback on the response from the dept . 
to our submission by then. Until there is an 
official announcement, all present regulations are 
in force . A copy of the A.N.O. 95.8 is in your 
Pilot Handbook. Give it a careful read and then 
stay within the limits until we can manage to get 
them changed. 

1981 Nationals 

The 1980 Australian National Championships are 
on at Mt. Buffalo from 15-22 February. The comp 
director will be Brian Gain. Fred Butcher and Craig 
Aitken of VHGA have been doing an excellent job of 
organizing and we all look forward to a successful 
meet. Transport Australia has granted height 
clearances to 10,000 ft. ASL for a 50 km radius. 
Using triangle tasks, this airspace was used quite 
effectively at the Mt. Buffalo Cross-Country Comp 
in January. The tasks for the Nationals will use 
this same approach with some modifications. All 
tasks will use a one-on-one format. Two rounds 
a day will be attempted with a sink rate type 
task early and a go-for-it task in the afternoon. 
A minimum of 6 rounds must be run before a winner 
can be declared. Also, St . . John's Ambulancemen 
will be on site both top and bottom for the 
entire week as volunteers. Let's hope they aren't 
needed. Every state except Tasmania has been able 
to field a team and there are several overseas 
entrants also. Good winds and good luck to all. 

3. 

World Compo 

A few more details have been made available 
on the World Hang Gliding Competit i on in Beppu, 
'Japan this year. The date has been changed again 
and is not set for September 29-0ctober 11. The 
entry fee is $200 per pilot. Unfortunately, we 
still have no idea if any support to finance team 
members will be available but we are working on i t . 
Team selection will be on the basis of results in 
competitions so enter everyone that you can if you 
are interested in getting a spot on the team. 

Year of the Disabled 

The Australian Kite Flying Club (the new name 
for the tow kiting group) is organizing a special 
exhibition on the Hawkesbury River near Sydney . 
The event will mark the Year of the Disabled and 
local disabled people will be given demonstrations 
of towed flight. No firm date has been set but 
the plans are proceeding for some time in the next 
3 months. More details later. Good one, fellas. 

1981 Convention 

The 1981 TAHGA/HGFA Federal Convention will 
be in early April. If you have any suggestions 
for policy change, any recommendations, or any 
suggestions for topics of discussion by the 
State Co-ordinators and the Executive, this is 
your chance. Send your suggestion, motion, or 
whatever either to your State Association or 
straight to TAHGA/HGFA right away. We can't 
represent you if we don't know what you want. 

New Editor 

Welcome to our new SkySailor editor, Olga 
White. She has been helping with the production 
for many months already so brings both experience 
and enthusiasm to the task. Hel p her get off 
to a good start by sending in some material as 
a contribution to the next edition. 

Hang in there, 

Marsha M. Leeman 
TAHGA and HGFA Secretary 



Scared? 
You should be ... 

if your chute fabric 
- like Ugly's sheet

is not certified! 
It could let you down 

when you least expect it. 
We only use certified 
FIll material in our 

back-up chutes. 
Ask for our test certificate. 

(Ugly just didn't think 
it mattered!) 

BACK-UP CHUTE 
complete ... $320 

PARACHUTES AUSTRALIAr~: 
68 WENTWORTH AVE. , SYDNEY 2010 

Tel. (02) 211-5555 
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YOUR SAIL - MORE THAN COLOR AND SHAPE 
by John LaTorre 

(Reprinted from the October, 1980, issue of 
~Gliding, official journal of the 
USHGA.) 

The first sails I made, in 1975, were 
for standards. They were made of ripstop 
nylon and conformed to the classic specifi
cations of their day, with 90 0 nose angles, 
no camber and a little hollow on the trail-
ing edge to quiet the roar. The whole 
sail probably weighed three pounds. When 
we fitted it to an airframe of the equally 
classic specifications of an 80 0 nose, no 
deflexors and a modest co ntrol bar, the 
resulting flying machine weighed about 35 
pounds. 

The s ail s I mak e today are of Dacron 
and mylar, and are cambered into shapes 
unimagined five years ago . They fit snug-
lyon their airframes now, and whisper 
cleanly through the ai r . Control bars are 
immense, defle xors have come and gone, and 
the busine ss of ke e ping these birds in th e 
air is inco mparably easier than it was 
before . But as I heave my 50-plus pounds 
of glider onto my bus, I think of those old 
feather-weights and sigh. 

Most of the innovations in hang glider 
sails - high aspect ratios, battens, 
applied trailing edges and cambering -
aren't really innovations at all . They've 
been commonplace techniques in sail lofts 
for years. We learned from them, modify
ing their methods to the peculiar needs of 
our own sails. The offspring of this 
marriage i s both sail and wing . Yacht 
sails don't need to know which way is up. 
Ours do, so batten s are giving way to pre
formed ribs. Yacht sails don't want much 
spanwise shift, but ours do. So keel 
pockets became larger and airframes were 
designed to warp sails into the subtle 
asymmetry necessary for efficient turns 
and prompt roll response . 

The placement of the camber lines, the 
height of the keel pocket and other details 
are the province of the designer, not the 
sailmaker. What I will do here, instead, 
is set forth a few guidelines for the pilot 
who is going to order a glider and after-
wards care for it. I hope that with a 
little information and some forethought, 
you can own a sail which performs as well 
in the years ahead as it did on its maiden 
flight. 

Ordering Your Sail 

Sailmakers have known for years that 
white material holds up longer than col
ored fabric, due to its reflective ability 
and to the fact that it hasn't undergone 
a potentially weakening dye process. It 
follows that the darker a color is, the 
less likely it is to age gracefully, al
though I would hesitate to make that a 
hard-and-fast rule. Actually, sail dur-



ability seems to be more a function of 
design, craftsmanship and proper care than 
of color. If you're the cautious type, 
you'd want to confine splits and darker 
colors to the root panels, since they gen
erally don't work as hard as the tip panels 
do. 

Speaking as a pilot as well as a sail
maker, I have one imperative regarding 
color in your design: visibility. The 
air is getting more crowded every day, and 
other pi lots wi 11 need to know you're 
there. Light blue sails sure are pretty , 
but they tend to disappear against the sky. 
And those colors you selected to blend 
tastefully with your local terrain may be 
your downfall if that Cessna can't see you 
in its path. Use lots of red and orange 
or use highly contrasting colors adjacent 
to each other. I'd probably even go for 
an orange, green and purple rainbow sail 
if that's what it took to make that 727 
see me. I don't have to look at it . 
fly prone. 

Speaking of personal prejudices, I 
don't recommend soaring windows. I have 
seen too many scratched and cracked windows 
to believe that the - increased visibility is 
worth the hassle and hazard. A few months 
ago, I saw a sail whose window had blown 
out when the pilot flared for a landing at 
Merriam Crater. I don't like to think 
about what would have happened if the Window 
had failed a few minutes earlier, during a 
hard turn or a sharp pullout. Window mat
erials are more sensitive to heat and cold, 
suffer more from constant rolling and un
rolling, and in some cases are more prone 
to damage from sunlight than polyester sail
cloth. I won't put windows in my own sail; 
please don't put them in yours . 

Sail Care 

For the purposes of this article, I'm 
assuming that your sail is made of Dacron 
or an equivalent polyester sailcloth, 
rather than nylon, polyethylene, Tyvek, or 
some other exotic material. Dacron, by 
the way, is DuPont's tradename for their 
own version of polyester fiber. Most mod
ern sails are polyester, but aren't necess
arily Dacron. 

The basic rules of sail care are: keep 
it clean, keep it dry, keep it trim. 

Dirt and sand will tend to abrade the 
fibers in the sailcloth, causing your sail 
to age prematurely. If you're constantly 
setting up or breaking down in sand or 
dirt, it's a good idea to hose your glider 
down periodically with fresh water and let 

it dry in the shade. If that do esn't re
move the dirt, you'll have to take the sai 
off the frame and wash it in mild detergen 
or soap. 

When you wash a sail, remember that 
detergent and sunlight are a destructive 
combination . If you must wash your sail, 
rinse it well. and then rinse it aqain. 

And then rinse it once more. You must ge1 
every trace of detergent or soap out of you 
sail . Then let the sail dry in the shade, 
not direct sunlight. 

You can clean small spots of oil or 
grease off your sail with alcohol, perchlor 
ethylene, or one of the various sail clean
ers on the market, but don't expect dazzl
ing results. 

A helpful hint: for reasons of bio
chemistry unknown to me, the best solvent 
for bloodstains is the saliva of the person 
the blood came from. So if you cut your 
finger and the blood gets on your lovely 
sail, you can clean it on the spot if you 
don't mind people staring at you as you 
suck on your trailing edge . If that 
route doesn't appeal to you, the folks at 
North Sails recommend washing the spot in 
cold water immediately . Older stains, 
they say, sometimes respond to Chlorox, 
applied cold and followed by a thorough 
rinse. They recommend the same treatment 
for mildew stains . 

The best weapon for mildew, of 
is prevention. Let your sail dry 
the shade before you roll it up. 
store a glider wet. 

course, 
out in 
Never 

The next time you have a little altitud 
look over your sail, panel by panel, for 
signs of flutter. ' Pull in the bar a bit 
and look at it again. If your sail tends 
to flutter and buzz, get it fixed as soon a 
you can. Flutter degrades a sail by shaki 
loose the resinous coating impregnated into 
the fabric, causing the familiar ragged-out 
sail that's as soft as a t-shirt. Flutter 
gets worse as time goes on. A competent 
sailmaker can increase the tabling in the 
trailing edge, or place reinforcement 
patches or small battens in strategic areas 
to reduce the problem. 

Flutter can also be caused by excessive 
billow in your wing, and you can sometimes 
tune it out by tightening the sail on the 
frame, increasing batten tension, or crank
ing out the horizontal deflexors, but be
w~re ... you can't change just one thing 
wlthout affecting something else, so find 
out from your dealer or the factory what 
steps you should follow to do this operat
ion safely . 

MEGA3 HAS OUTSTANDING QUALITIES 
----------------------------------- advertisement------------------------------------
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Continued from page 5 

Sail Repair 

The ability to make a repair on a sail, 
or have it repaired, depends on the type 
and extent of the damage, the overall con
dition of the sail, the availability of 
professional repair services, and your 
native ingenuity. So I can't give you a 
comprehensive how-to-do-it section on sail 
repair. But I can say a few things to 
help you diagnose your particular problem. 

If your stitching is coming loose in 
spots, it's easiest and cheapest to make 
the repair yourself. Most sail lofts I 
know will require that the sail be removed 
from the frame before they'll take it, and 
those that don't will charge you greatly 
for their extra labor. Just use the same 
thread that the sail is made of (we use 
V-69 Dacron thread). Run the thread 
through the same holes the old thread came 
out of, for a neat look, and consider the 
$30+/hour that you're saving by doing it 
yourself. That's the going rate for sail 
work. 

Rips and tears, if small, can be re
paired by you, but do it before they get 
bigger. It's wise to heat-seal the edges 
of the tear with a hot knife or soldering 
iron - likewise for the edges of the patch 
that you're going to apply. I like to 
apply a patch to each side of the cloth and 
sew them on with the same thread, sealing 
the rip inside. Use a zig-zag stitch or 
some reasonable imitation thereof , since it 
ill stretch with the sail. 

Larger tears, particularly those involv
i~g replacement of an entire panel, should 
be referred to a sailmaker or the factory. 
Given that some factories have terrible 
track records for return times and, indeed, 
discourage repairs during peak seasons, I 
re alize that you may find it more convenient 
to go elsewhere. Choose your repair people 
well; unless they are familiar with hang 
glider sails, and can figure out exactly 
where and how much each panel is cambered, 
they shouldn't be working on your sail at 
a ll. 

If your sail is for a model currently 
in production, most manufacturers can cut 
a replacement panel directly from the orig-
inal template. For older sails, you'd 
better check with them. Some companies 
keep their obsolete templates; others 
throw them out,. 

If the sail has had a lot of airtime, 
it may be impossible to fit it with even an 
exact duplicate of the original panel, due 
to sail stretch. You may have to junk the 
sa il . 

6, 

If one of the grommets in your sail 
starts to rip out, remove it, reinforce the 
area before (more is better), and replace 
it with a spur (toothed) grommet of the same 
size and material. It is entirely possible 
to pound in the grommet with such force that 
it cuts through the material that's supposed 
to hold it, so don't get carried away in 
your vigor. It only takes a few solid taps 
to seat it well . 

I became a sailmaker, even before I be
came a pilot, simply because it gave me joy 
to see the results of my work take flight, 
and to share that joy with its owner. It 
never stales . Where most pilots can see 
the beauty of the colors of their wings, and 
in their variegated shapes, I can perhaps 
appreciate a deeper beauty, because I sense 
the many hours and many hands that brought 
these colors and shapes into being, from 
rolls of sailcloth and spools of thread. 
My own wing, soaring many thousands of 
feet over the desert floor, is more than 
color and shape. It is me, and Cathy, 
and Chip, and Chris and Rita. Together, 
we soar. 

(02 ) 698 8584 

C~O(J.DBAS£ 
hQng"9la(,1jn~ c.en \:.re 

PROFFESSIONAL INSTRUCTION--SALES--SERVICE 

AUSTRALIA'S first fully professional 
hang gliding centre 

TAHGA & USHC~ certified instructors/observers 
(with over 4 years experience) 

Offering TAHGA approved courses 
from beginner to advanced and X-C. 

Judi, Rob & Ian invite you to come up to Cloudbase 
or write for our free brochure. 

FREE INTRODUCTORY GROUNDSCHOOL 

499 Crown St. Surry Hills, N.S.W. 2010 



STOP PRESS 
NEW AUSTRALIAN (AND PERHAPS WORLD)RECORD 

For some time now most of the ha~g 
gliding world records have been held and 
harried by pilots from "across the pond". 

, , , 

A sad state of affairs. After all, wasn't 
Oz the home of the first hang glider? ... 

. and the first pilot, ... first tow rope, ... 
first flying site, ... first wheel, .... 
first man!! .......... Be calm ... be 
calm. (Sorry for that attack of national
istic apoplexy.) 

Now, finally~ some of our own pilots 
are taking up the challenge and thrashing 
the air for the greater glory of Oz. Here, 
hear! Only last month you heard of the 
brazen attempt to put the bite (Bight ... 
er ... blight) on the world distance record 
in South Australia. Alas, falling short 
by only a few miles. 

But no sooner was the failure snatched 
from the jaws of victory, when another 
brave Oz pilot rushed to the edge in another 
record attempt. Passing up the mundane 
distance and height records, our compatriot 
braved innumerable inflight criticisms and 
hassles by taking up his girlfriend (also 
a Hang 4 pilot). Under the burden of many 
recommendations on how to improve his fly
ing, he was forced to ground. Injury was 
added to insult when he discovered that he 
was about 10 years too late to claim the 
first tandem fl ight. 

Undaunted, he pursued his ambition. 
This time he stumbled to the brink saddled 
by no less a character than his father (see 
photographic evidence). Up they soared in 
what had to be a first - the first pilot to 
fly his father. 

Chasina the great pioneers like Wilbur & Orville 
and Dad & Dave, come Steve and Bill Conley. 

Unbelievably the niggler s were at our 
intrepid friend . They began casting dis-
per s ions and innuendoes that he was re
peating history and not making it. "What 
of Daedalus?" they said and "Who do you 
think the funny 01' gray-haired chook with 
Lillienthal was?". Could they be right? 
The uncertainty was too much and the pilot 
snapped his top rigging (figuratively speak
in g) . 

Grabbing the nearest L-O-L (Little 
Old Lady), he once again beat into the skies. 
This time he was obviously willing to risk 
all. It was his very own mother! GASP! 
(see photographic evidence). 

Into the annals of hang gliding history, go 
Steve and his mum, Mary . 

Fearing the consequences of thwarting 
further his claims of a record, we are now 
going on record ourselves by stating our 
bel ief that he is the first misbegotten 
fool (and hopefully the last) to have taken 
both parents two-up!! Lest any other 
pilots around the world misguidedly decide 
to take up the challenge, they should be 
forewarned that our friend has no l~ss than 
5 siblings, 54 first cousins and 14 aunts 
and uncles lined up f or fli ghts, should they 
be necessary. Yes, in the Fam ily Stakes 
Two-Up, we f eel our boy has t he edge . 

But, What's this? More na s ty rumours? 
Could it be true that he is only a Yank in 
a merino jumper? SURELY NOT. 

MEGA 3 SINK RATE 200 F,P,M, 

-------------------------------- adv ertisement---------------------------------------
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REMINDER ABOUT 
TWO-UP 

There are explicit regulacions in most states 
regarding tandem flying. Most important is a O.O.T. 
di rective that it is an offence to take up anyone 
under 18 yrs. of age as a passenger in a hang glider. 

The N.S.W.H.G .A. regulations stipulate: 1) that 
yo u must be a Hang IV pilot; 2) that you must have 
the permission of a Safety Officer on site at the 
time; and, 3) that the total weight must not exceed 
21 stone. Check with your state association for 
local regulations. 

TAHGA/HGFA recommends the following: 

1) Recommended Pilot Experience 
a) Hang IV rating . 
b) 200 hours airtime 
c) 500 flights 
d) 50 flights from the site to be used 
e 10 flights on glider to be used 

2) Recommended Sites and Conditions 
a) unobstructed launch and landing areas 
b) smooth winds of 15 mph or stronger to 

safely launch the extra load 

3) Choice of Glider 
a) suitable structural strenth (check with 

manufacturer before flying) 
b) responsive handling charactistics 
c) 1 arge A-frame 

4) Recommended Harness Arrangements 
a) Pilot (only) should wear a parachute 
b) Passenger's harness adjusted slightly 

above pilot's but both able to run 
on launch and landing 

c) Pilot should put one foot in passenger's 
foot stirrup and one in his own to keep 
weight shifting together 

5) Choice of Passenger 
a) Practice only with experience pilots as 

passengers until you have done at least 
5 tandem flights and an hour's airtime 

b) Never take up anyone tandem unless-
--they really want to go. 
--they understand the danger. 
--they understand your instructions. 
--they will follow your instructions 

completely, without panicking and 
endangering you both. 

--you can overpower them if they don't 
follow your instructions. 

Though the association does not encourage 
tandem flying because of the added risks, if you 
are interested in going two-up: review the above 
first, talk to other pilots who have experience 
as tandem pilots, be a tandem passenger yourself 
with an experienced pilot to see how different 
the experience and the glider responds, and 
be constantly aware of the responsibility you 
are taking on yourself for the passenger's 
safety. 
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HANG GLIDING 
ACCESSORIES 
D.O.T. approved (No. 2235) Parachute harness 

and canopy manufacturers 

The Back-up Chute 
complete $320.00 

Deluxe Prone Harness 
$71.00 

Stirrup $8.50 

Altimeter 
$78.00 

Hummingbird Vario 
$171.00 

Summer Harness 
$73.00 

C&D H/G Helmet 
$45.00 

Kite Bag 
$47.00 

*If it's not listed ask us. 

PARACHUTES AUSTRALIAWo: 11 

68 WENTWORTH AVE. , SYDNEY 2010 
Tel. (02) 211-5555 



STANWELL REPORT 

For some time now, the Club has had a 
competition ladder worked out on the basis 
of the results of the last four or so 
"formal" competitions. As there is al
ways a problem in organising formal com
petitions, we ha~e decided to have a con
tinuous competition throughout the year on 
a basic one against one system. That does 
not mean that we cannot have more than two 
people competing at the one time. Our 
local expert adviser in matters mathemat
ical, Rose Thompson, well known surfer, 
wit, and champion vegetable grower (organic) 
has devised a formula to create an overall 
fairness in results over a year's flying. 
Adjustments can be made to the ladder where 
a number of people want to compete in a 
particular task. 

The basic rules are: 

1. You have to be a financial member of the 
Stanwe11 Park Club which means paying 
an entry fee of $5 or $3 if you have 
previously been a member. The fees 
for 1981 a re now due, and any person on 
the competition ladder will automatic
ally be put at the bottom if the renewal 
fees are not received by the end of 
February. 

2. Any member on the ladder can challenge 
either or both of the two members 
immediately above him/her. If the 
lower member defeats either or both, 
he/she goes above the vanquished on 
the 1 adder. 

3. Any members on the ladder who do not go 
in at least one competition per month 
will go below those members who have 
competed in that month. As we will 
rely on members to inform us of the 
results of challenges, we will assume 
that a member has not competed during 
the month unless we are told otherwise. 
So please let me know or otherwise you 
might lose your spot. The ladder 
will be adjusted in this way at each 
monthly meeting. 

4. The task to be performed will depend on 
the prevailing winds and conditions and 
is to be agreed between the parties. 
One task which requires no organizing 
of pylons, timekeepers or officials and 
which suits a variety of kites and 

MEGA3 

pilot weights is a race to Mt. Mitchell 
and back again, when conditions allow 
it. We have already had a number of 
successful informal competitions involv
ing this race. 

For those who find themselves at the 
bottom of the ladder because of a failure 
to go in earlier competitions, and who are 
daunted by the long climb to the top, we 
are assured by Rose that her formula in 
fact favours those at the bottom of the 
ladder and is a reasonable compromise in 
taking into account the interests of those 
who may not be able to be present at every 
opportunity for a competition as well as 
the interests of those who are able to be 
on" the hill whenever the wind is on. In 
any event we will try it this way for a 
start and if there are any anomalies, the 
rules can be altered in the usual democrat
ic way at the monthly meetings. 

Finally we would remind members that 
altimeters are compulsory equipment at 
Stanwel1 under the Department of Transport 
regulations, in that most flights involve 
flying above 300 ft. above the terrain. 

5. The emphasis in these competitions has 
to be fun. There are no prizes for 
taking unnecessary risks. The coffers 
might be able to arrange a trophy at 
the end of the year. 

Kieran Tapsell 
(Secretary) 

The present competition ladder is as follows: 

1. Clyde Farquhar 
2. Clive Gilmour 
3. Steve Conley 
4. Rod Stevens 
5. Kieran Tapsell 
6. Kevin Cowie 
7. Tim Duff 
8. Leo Wo1fmeyer 
9. Bruce Wynne 

10. Danny Scott 
11. Val Wallington 
12. Jed Gilmour 
13. Paul Hough 
14. Graham Stewart 
15. Glen Crowhurst 
16. Doug Sole 
17. Rick Martin 
18. Ron Chand1 er 
19. Rob de Groote 
20. Harry van Hedgehog 
21. Kim Butterworth 
22. Ron Foss 
23. Mike Delay, Steve Powter, Steve Gilmour 
24. Marsha Leeman 
25. Dave Delay 

FAST 50 M,P,H, 
-----------------------------------advertisement-------------------------------------
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IMPORTANT NOTICE 
TO ALL HANG GLIDER PILOTS IN THE 
GREATER SYDNEY AREA 

A letter has been received by the 
Executive Committee of NSWHGA from the 
Department of Transport. 

This letter was to inform us that some 
of our members had been operating hang 
gliders in the Coogee Beach area of Sydney 
with complete disr~gard of ANO 95.8, 
Paragraph 4.4. 

The specific breaches were:-

(a) Flying within controlled airspace 

(b) Within 100 metres horizontally or 
at any height over buildings 

(c) at a height in excess of 300 feet 
above the terrain 

I shall discuss these breaches and 
explain what your responsibilities are in 
these matters. 

(A) The controlled airspace for MASCOT 
airport extends in a 12-15 nautical mile 
radius from the airport. This area takes 
in from Dee Why in the north to Garie in 
the south and from Liverpool in the west to 
15 N M to the east into the Tasman Sea. 

It is a pilot's responsibility to know 
the boundaries of the controlled area. The 
Dept. of Transport provides maps and inform
ation showing the areas of controlled air-
space. This information can be acquired 
from the Pilots Information Centre at 
Mascot or any major airport. 

Remember it is an offence for a hang 
glider (or other aircraft) to operate in 
controlled airspace without permission. We 
have no rights to be in this area at all 
~ ~ height. The controlled area is 
from ground 1 eve1 to 2000 ft. ag1. 

The last point about the Coogee site 
is that it is directly in the flight path 
for planes taking off on Runway 07 at 
Mascot. Many of these aircraft would be on 
instrument-controlled flight and would be 
unable to avoid collision. Even though 
planes flying over this area should be 
hundreds of feet above ground level, it 
does pose an extreme hazard to other users 
of controlled airspace. 

(B) Even if this site were not in controlled 
airspace, it would be i11ega,-ror a second 
reason. It is a high density living area 
and it would be impossible to fly this site 
without breaching Section 4.4F. It is an 
offense to fly within 100 metres horizon-
tally or at any height over buildings. It 
is often hard to judge the distance from 
buildings and your relations to them, but 
it is your responsibility to avoid flying 
in areas where this may occur. 

(C) Even if the site were not in controlled 
airsp&cce and it were not toonear buildings, 
the pilots would stillhave been in breactl 
of the regulations for exceeding 300 ft. 
above terrain. This limit applies at all 
sites in uncontrolled airspace except where 
special height clearances have been obtain-
ed. It is a pilot's responsibility to 
carry an altimeter to be sure that he does 
not exceed the legal height limits at the 
site being flown. 

The Executive hereby requests that all 
members refrain from flying this site and 
all controlled airspace. 

If we do not do this, any negotiations 
with the Department in regards to new sites 
and height clearances at known sites may be 
jeopardized. 

Both NSWHGA and TAHGA are continually 
negotiating with the Department on your 
behalf, so it is up to you now to obey the 
present regulations until we are able to 
get them changed. This is the only way we 
may continue these negotiations in. good 
fa ith. 

Attached is a sketch of the Sydney 
area to give you an idea of the controlled 
airspace. 

So obey the rules and let us try 
and change them for you. 

Safe flying, 
Rod Stevens, 
N.S.W. Safety Co-ordinator 
Steve Conley, 
TAHGA Safety Co-ordinator 

MEGA 3 LIFT DRAG RATIO 10 1 
-----------------------------------advertisement----------__ -------------------------
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COMPETITIONS 
5TH N.S.W.H.G.A. CHAMPIONSHIP 

STANWELL PARK & ENVIRONS 21 MARCH -
28 MARCH 1981 

1. Sites (1) Stanwell Park 180 m AMSL S-E 
(2) Sublime Point 400 m AMSL ESE 
(3) Mt. Kiera 450 m AMSL NE 

2 . Programme 

Saturday 21 9.00 a.m. all entrants 
must report to the shelter shed oPPosite the 
kiosk in the Stanwell Park picnic area. The 
first competition round will be held as soon 
as practical after 9 a.m., conditions allow-
ing. No late entrants will be allowed to 
enter the contest. 

Sunday 22 - Saturday 28 Pilots will 
be informed of the next day's venue the day 
before. A notice will be displayed in the 
shelter shed and it will be the pilot's 
responsibility to be at the take off at the 
correct time. 

Saturday Night 28 A presentation 
dinner will be held at a local restaurant. 
Price and venue to be announced. 
3. Accommodation 

This will be the pilot's responsibility, 
making sure he/she is in a position to be 
at any of the take offs by 8.00 a.m. If 
a pilot is late he/she will miss that round 
and have to enter the next round in a pos
ition dependent on his/her overall score at 
the time. 

4. ~nisation 

4.1 The organisers will be the compe
titions committee of the Stanwell Park Hang 
Gliding Club. They will enforce and inter-
pret the competition rules, report unfair
ness and investigate protests. 

4.2 The organisers will select offic
ials to assist with the running of t he 
competition. 

4 . 3 The organisers res er ve th e right 
to disqualify any flight, any rourd or any 
pilot on the grounds of sa fety, un safe 
flying, irresponsible behaviour, or failure 
to comply with competition rule s. 

4.4 Each competitor must attend every 
pilot briefing . 

4.5 Elimination of a percentage of 
competitors may take place after the first 
3 days of competition flying. 

4.6 Protests must be submitted in 
writing within 4 hours of the occurrence 
together with a deposit of $10. which will 
be refunded if the protest is successful, 
or at the discretion of the organisers. 
Protests will be considered by a jury made 
up of any three of the organisers. They 
will arrive at a ruling by secret ballot 
and this ruling will be final. 

warwick blair insurances 
brokers and consultants 

Suite 505, 104·108 Mount Street, NORTH SYDNEY. 2060. Telephone 922·6402 

Correspondence: P.O. Box 483. NORTH SYDNEY. N.S.w .. 2060. 

exclusive personal accident insurance 
from TAHGAls brokers 

PLEASE COMPLETE THE PROPOSAL FORM 

,'OlleY INCLUDES 

*Lloyds policy wordings, World wide cover 

*24 Hour cover , not just hang qliding 
(excluding workers compo claims) 

*Full Hang Gliding Cover, including 
competition flying. 

*\'eek ly benefit period -one year 

*Limited Medical Expense Cover 

*Weekly benefit claims limited to 80% 
of income. 

COMPLEMENTARY TO THIS ISSUE AND *Risk attaches on dispatch of Proposal 
FORWARD IT TO OUR ABOVE OFFICE and Premium. 

people who care - j~ :;:ire with blair 
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O DO AS I say, 
not •• I clo: A 

Sydney in.urance 
broker I. feeling 
sheepish 01 well as 
sore this wee". It. 
hang gliding enthusi
ast, he broke both 
arms in a recent 
prang. You guessed 
it . . . he doesn't 
have a personal in_ 
jury policy. 



5. Entry Requirements 
5.1 Entrants must be financial members ' 

of NSWHGA and have held either a Hang 4 or 
Hang 5 rating from 1 March 1981. Member-
ship cards, showing ratings, must be pro
duced at the pilot briefing on Saturday 21 
March 1981. 

5.2 Completed entry forms, together 
with the entry fee of $20 must be submitted 
to the Competition Director, C/o 14 Beach 
Road, Stanwell Park, N.S.W. 2509, by Friday 
13 March 1981. No entri es recei ved after 
this date will be accepted, unless they 
were sent via the NSWHGA Secretary and 
were posted before 1 March 1981 . 

6. Competition Classes 

Class II Flexible surface aerofoil, 
battens unsupported at ends, weight shift 
control only. 

Open No energy storage. Foot launched 
and landed. Aerodynamic controls permitted. 

No ballast will be carried by the pilot 
or attached to the hang glider. 

6.1 Interpretation of competition 
classes is at the discretion of the organ
izers. 

6.2 Each pilot may enter only one 
class. 

6.3 Each pilot may have a reserve 
glider which he/she may us~ only in cas~ 
of irreparable damage to hls/her competlt
ion glider. This reserve glider must be 
an identical model to the original compe
tition glider. 

6.4 Any glider conforming to the 
specification of anyone class may not 
compete in any other class. 

6.5 The organisers may scrutinise any 
glider at any stage during the contest, and 
disqualify any glider not considered to be 
airworthy. 

6.7 A minimum of 4 pilots must enter 
anyone class for it to be run. 

7. Competition Rules 

7.1 If a pilot withdraws for any 
reason he/she may not re-enter the compe
tition. 

7.2 A suitable helmet, harness, and 
footwear must be worn during all flights. 

MEGA3 

7 . 3 A serviceable altimeter will be 
required for all competition rounds. This 
can be worn by the pilot or fixed to the 
glider. 

7.4 The take-off Marshall may dis
qualify a glider if it is considered to be 
unairworthy. 

7.5 Pilots will not compete while 
under the influence of drugs or alcohol. 

7.6 All pilots must comply with the 
regulations set down by Transport Australia 
in air navigation orders covering hang 
gliders (ANO 95.8). 

.7.7 All pilots must comply with TAHGA 
'Rules of the Air' and 'Safety Regulations' 

7.8 The use of CB radios during com
petition rounds will be at the discretion 
of the organisers. 

7.9 Pilots will be allowed a reason
able and sufficient time to take-off, de
pending on conditions. Take-offs must be 
made in turn and on schedule. It is each 
pilot's responsibility to ensure that he/ 
she is ready when his/her turn comes. 

7 . 10 All pilots must vacate the landing 
area as soon as possible after landing. 

7.11 A contestant may refuse to take-
off for reasons of safety. The following 
two contestants have the option to take off. 
If they choose to launch, the refusing con
testant must take off or withdraw from the 
round. If there are three ref~sals to 
launch, the take-off Marshall may delay or 
cancel the round . 

7.12 The take-off Marshall or· the 
organisers may delay, postpone or cancel 
a round at any time for any reason. 

7.13 Should two gliders approach the 
landing area at one time, the landing 
Marshall will 'wave-off' the higher glider. 
The pilot 'waved-off' will be awarded a 
reflight for landing score only. If time 
does not permit a reflight the pilot shall 
receive the average of his/her highest 3 
landing points. 

7.14 Competitors must fly the course as 
it is specified by the organisers of each 
event. 

7.15 All pilots must familiarise them
selves with the competition rules. 

7.16 Interpretation of the rules is at 
the discretion of the organisers. 

ROLL RATE 
45° TO 45° IN 2 SECONDS 

----------------------------------- advertisement----------------------------------__ 
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7.17 The rules will be strictly enforc
ed and a competitor may be disqualified at 
any time for failing to comply with them. 

8. Competition Events 

8. 1 All rounds wi 11 be person on person 
from a seeded first round. 

8 . 2 The seeding order will be at the 
discretion of the organisers. It will be 
based on past competition performance. 

8.3 The first round will be run with 
the top half of the contestants on the list 
flying against the bottom half of the list. 

8.4 The competing order from then on 
will be based on:-

the number of wins to losses 
the landing points order 

. position on the original list 

8.5 A win will equal 100 points plus 
landing points . A loss will equal landing 
points only. Landing points will be worth 
only 1/20th of the maximum points for one 
round. 

8.6 Landing points for a target will 
be 5, 4, 3, 2, 1. Landing points for non 
target landings will be:-

5 if no part of the kite touches the 
ground and the pilot lands inside the 
foul line 

4 if only the keel and or tip touches the 
ground and the pilot lands inside the 
foul line 

3 if the pilot lands over the foul line 
but no part of the glider touches the 
ground 

2 if the pilot lands inside the foul line 
but drops the A frame or any part of the 
kite, excepting the tip or keel, to touch 
the ground 

1 if the pilot lands outside the foul 
line and lets any part of the glider 
touch the ground or any other object 
o Any uncontrolled landing will also 
negate total points for that round 
IF YOU CRASH YOU LOSE 

8.7 A pilot's landing score will be 
determined by the initial or final point of 
contact with the ground, whichever is 
furthest from the centre of the target. 

8.8 Scores will be accumulated over 
the competition. 

8.9 The events shall cover all type s 
of glider/pilot performance:-

duration in nil ridge lift conditions 
from Sublime Point 

soaring tasks and distance events at 
Stanwell Park 

pylon acquisition and duration at Mount 
Keira. 

14. 

8.10 If a tie for 1st and/or second 
place appears likely on the last day of the 
contest a final round will be held. 

This will consist of the ties in 
question and will be person on person. 
For example:-

Three way tie for first 

A Ll C 2nd 3rd 4 th 
v~ ~ .. /- D E F 

" ~ L 1 .' .. ' 3 RI: .', 4th 5th 6 th 
\oJ L 
1sT ;;! ttl> 

. Tie for 1 s t and 2nd 

1 s t 2nd 3rd 4th 5 th 

A B C D E F G,H 

X X 1 1 1 win lose W L 
2 3 4 5 6 Equal 7th 

Remember entry deadline is 13-3-81 

Rod Stevens 
Competitions Officer. 

warwick blair insurances 
brokers and consultants 

January 27 , 19 81 . 

This will confirm that we will donate 
to the N.S . W. Hang Gliding Assoc. an amount 
up to $100.00 for the purchase and inscript
ion of a perpetual trophy to be presented 
annually at the N.S . W.H .G.A. Championships 
for outstanding sportsmanship during those 
Championships . We stress that e ac h entr
ant should have an equal opportunity of 
winning the Trophy . 

We are also offering the following cash 
prize money to the winner: the winner, in 
addition to a fine trophy, will receive 
from Warwick Blair Insurances the sum of 
$1 00.00 cash; however, this prize money 
will be increased to $500 .00 cas h if the 
Win n e r h as-a- Per s 0 nalACCTdent-rn sur a n c e 
Policy with Warwick Blair Insurance s. 

Personal Accident policies are available 
with a capital benefit of $10,000, and 
weekly benefits of $100. $150, $200 or 
$250 - with a minimum premium of $100.00 
to apply in all cases. 

Good lu ck and safe flying to all con 
testants. 

Warwick G. Blair 

people who care - insure with blair 



A NATURAL HIGH by Gu s 

The wind is on, the white-caps show . 
As I drive along the coast I know, 
That offers night to bird and man 
But to only those who understand . 

I know that I will soon be there, 
In the air that I love to share, 
Where man and bird can fly together . 
The only difference, dacron and feather . 

I launch myself and feel the lift, 
That enabl e s me to experience the gift 
Which very few have come to know, 
As I turn and fly in the smooth air flow. 

I look down on the earth beneath 
That is full of happiness, joy and grief 
And r~vel in the peace and quiet 
Of thlS marvel known as flight . 

You can have sex, drugs and rock and roll 
For I have flying in my soul 
And when I enter those pearly Gates 
I only hope my Hang Four rates. 

FLYING A CROWDED SITE FOR THE FIRST TIME 

Greg Tanner 

Fitst, select a suitable day (I sugg
est Stanwell Park on a sunny Sunday after
noon with a light SE breeze). 

Second, select a suitable site to set 
up and place your A frame in middle of same. 
On moderately crowded days this will be 
sufficient to signify to all like minded 
fliers that you intend to set up your kite 
in a minute or two. If the day is really 
crowded then you will need to reserve this 
set up area. Proceed as follows - drive 
one end of a tent peg into the ground in 
the centre of your A frame and secure a 
large and savage dog to the other end 
(Hound of the Baskervilles variety) . This 
will usually ensure that the more feeble 
minded of the flying community actually 
understand your intentions. It may, how
ever, be necessary to attract their atten
tion first by sticking them with a piece 
of 4 x 2 across the forehead. 

Having set kite up and preflighted it 
(all the nuts and bolts, every bit of wire 
every inch of your harness and suspension' 
loops) proceed without delay to the toilet 
it is essential to go before you go (if 
you ~ee wha t I mean). The 1 i ghter wi ng 
loadlng may enable you to climb above the 
turmoil and will almost certainly avoid a 
distasteful aerial display should you hit 
the vortices off another kite . 

MEGA 3 

Garry Green experiencing a ' na t ural h igh' 
at Esperance , Western Austral i a 

Get someone to help you take off - you 
may be able to balance the kite yourself 
but you will need help to ensure you take 
off into clear air. With their help check 
either side, above and most importantly 
below since this is the air you will be 
flying in a second or two. If you have 
ever launched into the wake of somebody's 
wing-over and lived then you'll know what 
I mean. 

When all is clear run off hard, today 
is not the day to waffle about. Delay 
your entry into prone so you are sure you 
are still clear. (If you are f'lying seated 
or hanging and relatively inexperienced 
then delay your entry intc the air until 
lunchtime or late afternoon when the crowd 
drops.) 

Once in flight don't panic if other 
pilots behave asif they don't know the 
right of way rules. (You should have them 
embedded in your head however - try "flying" 
around a crowded room a few times to make 
sure you do.) It is usually more important 
to fly in a smooth predictable manner mak
ing your intentions obvious; use long slow 
turns, point, nod and whistle if JOu have 
to. Generally curses and shouts can't be 
heard by other pilots, however the crowd 
on the hill will hear every word with 
crystal clarity. You on the other hand 
won't be able to hear their laughter. 

continued on page 16 

FULLY ENCLOSED CROSS BAR 
------------------------------------ a dv ertisement----------------------------------__ __ 
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continued from page 15 

If an existing pattern of flight has 
been set up (e.g. kites circling south in 
lift and north on the edge of the lift 
band) then you should join them even if it 
does seem contrary to the accepted rules. 
Don't fly too close to anyone else, i.e. 
above, behind or below them. Avoid sand-
wiching kites between yourself and the 
hill - you must give them right of way even 
if it means a bottom landing yourself. 

A point of etiquette - give learners 
and hangers a lot of room. 

Try to avoid the masses - if they fly 
south then you fly north; if they all are 
floating about up high then speed up slight
ly and work the lower portions of the hill. 

When you have decided that you are 
not enjoying yourself then its time to 
land. If it is crowded then bottom land-
ing is safer and just as quick (chances 

16. 

are you won't fly for at least half an hour -
in this time you can pack up and hitch a 
a lift back up). If you do decide to top 
land then you will have to wait your turn. 
Most importantly make sure no one else is 
setting up an apRroach next to, underneath 
or above you. Other pilots setting up a 
landing approach will be concentrating on 
this and may not see you. (This was the 
cause of one near miss at Stanwell in 1980.) 
This is also the reason for not doing 360's 
over the landing area or continually pract
ising top landings. 

Once down move your kite out of the 
landing area (this usually involves a dis
tance of at least 100 yards and you will 
need some help). Having parked your kite 
safely it's time to reposition the Hound 
of the Baskervilles to guard your kite from 
icecream dribbling, lolly dangling, sticky, 
prying fingers while you have lunch. 

Leave firm instructions to BITE THEIR 
BLOODY HEADS CLEAN ORF AND DON'T SHAKE THE 
BODIES TOO MUCH AS IT SPLATTERS THE OTHER 
KITES. 

I . ., 



vvarvvick blair insurances 
brokers and consultants 

Suite 505, 104-108 Mount Street, NORTH SYDNEY _ 2060_ Telephone 922-6402 

Correspondence : P_O . Box 483, NORTH SYDNEY, N.S.W., 2060. 

PERSONAL ACCIDENT PROPOSAL FORM 

Name in Full: 

Address: 

Age: TAHGA Membership No.: 

Occupation/Profession: 

Duties Performed: 

Employer's Name & Address: 

Have you previously suffered injury through accident? 
If Yes, state period of incapacity and give brief details: 

Are you presently suffering from an injury or physical disability? 
If yes, give full details: 

Which of the following Plans do you wish to be insured under?: 

A B C 
$10,000.00 $100.00 per week $100.00. 

$10,000.00 $150.00 per week $150.00. 

$10,000.00 $200.00 per week $200.00 . 

$10,000.00 $250.00 per week $250.00. 

A: Death &/or Permanent Total Disablement, 
B: T~mporary Total Disablement, 
C: Total Annual Premium Payable, 
D: Indicate here which Plan you require. 

Date: Signature: 

D 

FORWARD THIS FORM AND YOUR CHEQUE FOR TIlE APPROPRIATE PREMIllt TO: 
WARWICK BLAIR INSURANCES, P.O. BOX 483, NORTH SYDNEY, N.S.W. 2060. 

people who care - insure with blair 



ATTENTION 
EASY RISER Owners 

ATTENTION 'EASY RISER' OWNERS~! 

AIRFRAME ADVISORY FROM ULTRALIGHT 
FLYING MACHINES (U.F.M.) 

It has come to our attention that some 
'Easy Riser' aircraft have had fabric come 
loose from the ribs, at least one very 
Serious accident has resulted. 

An accident was investigated, by Larry 
Mauro of U.F.M., which occurred in Columbus, 
Indiana. Here are the results. The 
pilot Dennis Hastings had been flying a 
powered 'Easy Riser' for more than a year. 
The 'Riser' was built by another and sold 
to Dennis. During the winter of 79/80 the 
wing was re-covered with "O"-porosity dacron 
fabric. However, the fabric was not glued 
to the ribs. Two short and slow test 
flights were completed. The third flight 
was at approximately 100 feet altitude and 
several minutes in duration. 

The craft was observed to speed up 
then quickly invert and suffer structural 
failure, resulting in a fatality . The 
plane landed upside down hitting engine 
first and upon concrete. The left wing 
had collapsed in a negative direct i on while 
the right wing was undamaged. 

Conclusion 
The fabric was not attached to any of 

the ribs. At a high angle of attack (slow 
test flight) the fabric stayed mostly in 
place from air pressure. As the pilot 
speeded up the plane on the third flight the 
lower angle of attack caused the upper sur
face of the wing fabric to lift approxim
ately 6" above the ribs, with a maximum 
billow centered about 2/3 towards the rear 
spar. This high camber near the trailing 
~ caused an extreme shift of the centre 
of lift toward the rear, which in turn 
violently pitched the nose down instantan
eously at a high air speed. 

It is estimated that a negative load of 
from 6-8 gs was created which broke the 
left inboard front anti-lift cable, result
ing in a collapse of the left wing in the 
negative direction. 

It is very important to understand that 
the major shear strength of the 'Easy Rider' 
wing is in the fabric. The fabric must at 
all times be completely secured to the ribS 
and spars. At Oshkosh (Japan) in August, 
Terry Fuller was flying his 'Riser' after I 
told him about the problem loose fabric could 
cause. He noticed a slight and unusual 
nose down tendency during this flight. Land
ing and inspecting the fabric he noticed the 
fabric loose on the upper surface of the 
ribs towards the trailing edge of the wing. 
The fabric was immediately re-glued in place. 
The next flights were perfectly normal with 
no nose-down tendency whatsoever. 

U.F.M. advises all 'Easy Riser' owners to: 

1. Check fabric for any sign of pulling 
loose from each and every of the 26 
ribs. The ribs near the tip and root 
will not cause a problem as the root 
and tip tube will hold the fabric 
tight to these ribs . 

2 . If any fabric is loose, re-glue it now, 
before the next flight. We recommend 
rib stitching all 'Easy Riser' aircraft 
at this time . 18 ribs should be 
stitched with flat dacron rib lacing 
cord and covered with finishing tape. 

3. All customers who have recovered their 
'Risers' with "0" porosit.l' fabriC must 
rib stitch the fabric to ensure that 
this fabric does not loosen from the 
ribs. 

4. 18 ribs must be stitched to ' complete 
the job. Order your stitch kit from 
U. F . M. 

Cost $27.00 per kit. 

U. F . M. 

ULTRA LIGHT FLYING MACHINES 
P.O. Box 182 

NORTH BALWYN. VICTORIA. 3104 

(While HGFA and TAHGA do not normally report 
on or advertize powered craft this article 
has been printed in the interests of the 
safety of all 'Easy Riser' pilots. Editor) 

MEGA3 NEW AIRFOIL DESIGN (SHAPE) 
-----------------------------------advertisement-------------------------------------
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NEAR FATAL MID-AIR COLLISION AT STANWELL 
PARK By Greg Tanner, N.S.W. 

It was a bright sunny day. The wind 
nad just come up from the east. It was a 
weekday and I was having a sickie. One 
quick flight assured me that the conditions 
were right for a run up the coast. I 
landed and attached a camera boom to the A
f rame to do some photography. 

I launched off the east face into a 
10 miles per hour easterly. I turned 
north, working the Nob and flew up to Hell 
Hole. I crossed the gap and headed for 
Burning Palms. The lower cliffs provided 
plenty of lift and I f lew about taking 
photos for an hour and a half. 

There were only 3 other kites in the 
air at the time so I headed back across the 
gap determined to try to capture the 
t urquoise sea lapping against the green 
carpet at Bolga. To get the camera aimed 
down at the ground I had to put the kite 
i nto a dive and then roll it over into a 
s teep-banked 360 0 turn. I tried it once 
t o see if I could set up the shot I wanted 
a nd then went round again to take the shot. 

Two thirds of the way through the 360, 
while I was flying back at the cliff on the 
s outh side of Hell Hole, I saw a fast
moving blur in my left hand field of vision. 
Instinctively, I ducked. A glancing blow 
s truck my helmet. I opened my eyes and 
some 4 feet below me and 5 feet to the 
right - a black swift was entering a full 
luff dive. It was obviously unconscious 
as a result of our collision, and I waited 
to see if it would pullout in time. It 
s et up a shaky landing near the pie shop 
a nd waved that it was okay. 

This unfortunate incident could have 
been prevented if the swift had been 
watching where it was going and wearing an 
a pproved helmet. Luckily, I was! 

N.S.W . STATE CHAMPIONSHIPS!!!! 

Change of venue and dates : 

21 - 28 Marc h 1981 

Stanwell Park and surrounds 
An application form is enclosed 
in this issue for N.S.W. members 
or wri te to: 

Secretary 
N.S.W.H.G .A. 
P.O . Box 121 
Sutherland, N.S.W. 2232 

before 13 March 1981 and enclose $20.00 
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BIRDMAN Rally 
PARADISE GARDENS, SYDNEY 

Well all you enterprising fliers, its 
turkey time again! Paradise Gardens will 
be holding their annual 'Birdman Rally' on 
Sunday, 22 February, 1981. This year the 
Rally will incorporate a separate category, 
exclusively for hang gliders, with prize 
money of $300.00 for the person who flies 
the furthest on the day. There is no 
minimum distance to be flown to be entitled 
to the prize money. Furthest hang glider 
takes all! 

The enterprising participants will be 
required to launch from a ramp and land in 
the Hawkesbury River. An underwater 
recovery team will be on standby at all 
times. Here is your one and only chance 
this year to get wet and to win $300.00 for 
that parachute or new kite you've been 
saving for. 

Anyone interested in taking part in 
the Rally should contact Connie Hill on 
(02) 929-5518 as soon as possible . Well 
folks it's over to you! 

Seminar 

NSWHGA Calendar 

7.30 p.m., Friday, 2.0 March, Sports 
House. 

"Competition Flying" 

The speaker will be Steve Moyes . 
You could say he is a well-known 
competition flier! 

A couple of movies will be shown 
afterwards and light refreshments 
wi 11 be served. 

N.S.W. Titles 

Sem inar 

21-2 8 March, Stanwell Park. 

Entries close 13 March. 
For further details see this issue 
of Skysailor 

7.30 p.m . , Friday, 
House. 

Apri 1, Sports 

Transport Australia (formerly D. O.T.) 
and hang gliding. 

The speaker wi 11 be Dave Twyford 
from Transport Australia. Bring 
along all those questions you 
always wanted to ask! 

No lynching will be allowed but a 
couple of movies will be shown 
afterwards and light refreshments 
wi 11 be served. 



HGAWA 

WHERE EVEN THE WIND SHUTS DOWN FOR 
CHR I SH1AS 

Don't know how N.S.W. fares but 'in the 
West' everything - shops, factories, mines, 
works - seems to shut for the duration of 
the 'festive' season. Even the wind seems 
to go elsewhere, except for hefty easterlies 
or wispy sea breezes. 

On the south west coast all we have are 
coastal sandhills which are not very high 
and which don't have very much length that 
you can traverse . There are 2 or 3 around 
Perth, and Myalup, about 80 miles south, 
and one or two others which are much smaller 
and which as yet have not been seriously 
tried, because of restricting circumstances 
applying to individual ones. All of th~m 
come within South West through to West wlnds 
and I need W.N.West winds. These are 
standard Spring and Autumn winds here, but 
they are decidedly unreliable in December 
and January . We should apply to have 
Christmas in late February. 

All those flyers who can make it head 
for Albany at Christmas and New Year, to use 
up the prevailing East to South Easterlie s . 
This year we hope to join the exodu s . We 
made it for Australia Day last summer, 
after several attempts to get there were 
foiled . A couple of times by bending the 
kite and then having no good weather to 
test the kite after repairs had been made . 
You wouldn't believe it, but, ~ie have to go 
to Perth (126 miles from home) to get new 
wire, or swaging done, or even to get a new 
tube. Positively colonial days. You'd 
have to be mad to even think of stepping 
off 'She11eys' without being quite sure your 
glider was in perfect balance. 

Anyway, last January we went down. We 
wasted the first day watching everyone else 
flying merrily - just not game to take off. 
If George won't go then I won't either~ 
Anyway, the ne xt day, after some coaxing from 
some of the YOllnno,.. l"rlc I,,,hrom h v tho w" v 

MEGA3 

Geor ge ha d tau ght to fly, years ago) we got 
Ge or ge a irborn e. He flew for about half an 
hour and was de lighted. After lunch it was 
my turn . I knew if I didn't go then I 
never would. Gee it was so easy~ There 
wa s ton s of lift and such a wide lift band 
t o manoeuvre a round in - not like Myalup 
wh e re the li f t band i s narrow, not very long 
a nd s omething le s s than 100 ft. To stay 
up at all requires constant care . That was 
the only flight I got for the weekend but I 
wa s sa tisfied. I'd proved to myself that 
I can handle it so I won't be nervous any 
future time. George onl y had 3 flights 
for the weekend too but he came away pleased 
with himself. So we are eagerly awaiting 
Christmas and New Year . I will write to 
you again after New Year and give you a run
down. 

have been thinking of writing to you 
Marsha fo~ s everal years but never quite 
settled down to it. I was delighted to 
see we had a girl Secretary who was also a 
fl yer, not just so mebody's 'en~ourager~. 
Even yet, with all the young glr1s taklng 
up flying, we females are fairly thinly 
spread amongst the ranks. I find myself 
forever being held up as an example to girls 
of what we can achieve. 

I am 54 year s old and have been soar-
ing for 3 years. We fly a small Jaguar 
(35 ft. I think it is). For quite a 
whil e I found it was 'taking me' - not me 
completely controlling it. At that st~ge 
I was just 8 s tone in weight and 5 ft. ln 
height. Now I ' m 9 ~ stone thing s ar e much 
easier. George has been flying for 7 years. 

Some day I'll regale you with our early 
struggles to get him flying, an ambition 
he's had since he was something less than 
6 years old and saw the first planes a rrive 
in Pe rth after the first World War - a bout 
1919. 

Good flying and don't annoy the eagles, 
soaring in their territory . 

Marjorie Bignell 
74 Wallsend Street, 
Collie, W.A. 6225 . 

(There are probably more of us female 
fliers around than we think. Now we 
also have a female Skysailor Editor who 
flies. Perhaps welmaY even take over in 
the sky one day - who know ~: Thanks for 
sharing your flying e x periences with us. 
How was your flying holiday? We'd love 
to hear some more. Keep f1ying~ Editor.) 

OUTPERFrRM~ ALL OTHER GLIDERS 
------------------------------------- advertisement--------------------------------------
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NEW SOUTH WALES HANG GUDING ASSOCIATION 
P.O. BOX 121, SUTHERLAND, N.S.W. 2232. 

N.S.W.H.G.A. - REPORT OF ACTIVITIES 

Hang Gliding Publications 

Due to the number of enqulrles which 
have been received by NSWHGA and the diffi
culties experienced by members in obtaining 
authoritative publications on hang gliding 
NSWHGA has decided to try and alleviate 
this problem. Copies of each of the first 
three Dennis Pagen books have now been 
ordered. They will be advertized, together 
with their price, in Skysai10r as soon as 
t hey become available. Please do not order 
t he books until they have been advertized. 

Australian Nationals 

The NSWHGA team for the Australian 
~ ationa1s has now been chosen. They are: 

Steve Moyes 
Steve Powter 
Rick Duncan 
Craig Worth 
Rick Martin 
Russel Du n ca n 
Ian Jarman 
Shane Duncan 
Hank Numeyer 
Rod White 
Paul Moll i son 
Alan Daniels 

The team was chosen 
th e 1980 N.S.W. Titles. 

on the results of 
Let's see if they 

All the best co n bring back the Title. 
fr om the NSWHGA membership. 

N.S . W. Titles 

The N. S.W. Titles are to be held at 
Stanwell Park this year from 21-28 March 
19 81. The Titles have been restricted to 
Hang IV pilots, who have had that rating 
s ince 1 March 1981. Entries will be rec
ei ved up to, and including, Friday, 13 March 
19 81. No late entries will be accepted, 
so send your entry in now: Further de-
tails are available in this issue of ~
sa ilor. 

It is hoped that if the Titles are a 
ra ging success this year they will also be 
he ld at Stanwe11 Park in future years. 

ATTENTION: Non-competitors will not be 
permitted to fly during the competition -
unless, of course, you're volunteering to 
be a wind dummy: 
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Training 

The ~SWHGA Training School has grad
ually become defunct over the year due to 
difficulties in communication (NSWHGA is 
not listed in the Telephone Directory), 
and due to the enormous amount of time 
that has to be devoted to training on the 
part of the Training Officer. 

The Training School has now been taken 
over by C10udbase (see advertisement in this 
issue of Skysai10r) . The new Training 
Officer, Rob de Groot, will devote himself 
to developing an instructor accreditation 
programme, which is sorely needed at pres
ent. 

Seminars 

Unfortunately, the January seminar was 
cancelled because the speaker was unable to 
come and a replacement speaker could not be 
arranged at the last minute. Apologies to 
all the fliers and friends who turned up -
I know there were quite a few of you! The 
series of monthly seminars will be contin
ued in 1981. The President, Greg Tanner, 
promises me that he will not arrange them 
for the Friday of a long weekend in future . 
For further details see the NSWHGA Calendar 
in this issue of Skysai10r. 

A.G.M. 

The 1981 N.S.W.H.G.A. A.G.M. was held 
on Fri day, 6 February 1981. The fo11 owi ng 
officers have been elected: 

PRESIDENT 
SECRETARY 

TREASURER 
TRAINING 
OFFICER 
EDITOR 
SAFETY 
CO-ORDINATOR 
COMPETITIONS 
OFFICER 
MEMBERSHIP 
SECRETARY 
TAHGA CO
ORDINATOR 

Greg Tanner 
Warwick Blair (of insur

ance fame. Or, is it 
infamy?:) 

Judi Hinton (de Groot) 

Rob de Groot 
01 ga Wh ite 

Rod Stevens 

Dennis White 

Bruce White 

Congratulations suckers: 

Safe Soaring 

Olga White 



Queensland News 

Graham Pukallus, 
9 Cardwell Street, 
Redbank Pla i ns. 

The Editor - Skysai l or. 

With the start of another year upon us, 
the executive is looking forward to seeing 
all our members financial and receiving 
their rating cards and ~L~~lors. During 
the Christmas period Marise Midgley became 
Marise Carroll during a wedding on 11 Jan-
uary 1981. We sincerely wish Marise and 
Paul all the best in the future. 

As everyone would have read the open 
letter in the January Skysailor we feel 
that we owe our membersa·n-explanation. 
The massive delay in memberships and Sky
sailors was not detected by myself and 
other members of the QHGA executive till 
the second half of last year. With this 
in mind I approached the newly appointed 
secretary to notify TAHGA about the delay 
as we were informed that the delay was in 
their administration. 

To our amazement the boot was on the 
other foot s~ to speak. With a majo r re
shuffle of the QHGA executive, with Marise 
becoming the secretary and myself becoming 
the State co-ordinator, the job of reorgan
izing memberships and clearing up the major 
trouble spots with TAHGA became a major 
issue. We can assure our members of a 
better and more reliable service during 
1981 . If anyone is having any problems 
whatsoever please notify either Marise or 
myself as soon as possible. 

The South East Qld. regional State 
titles are to be held between the 17 and 
20 April 1981. The sites which have been 
chosen are the Nobby and Rossins Lookout, 
both having a height clearance and a cross 
country corridor. A significant amount of 
prize money will be available together with 
some beautiful trophies. The entry fee is 
$10 . 00 and the closing date for entries i s 
11 April 19 81. We would appreciate it if 
everyone who is intending to compete sen ds 
the entry fee and his/her name to us as 
soon as possible. Either Marise or myself 
will be accepting the entries by post or 
personally. 

Anyone intending to enter the competition 
has to have a minimum rating of Hang 3 to
gether with a log book showing previous 
inland thermal experience. Of course the 
sa fety officer on the day will be the person 
responsible for making the final decision. 
Mea ls and accommodation are being organized 
for al l competitors for the duration of the 
competition. The first day will be a 
practise day with the following 2 days 
being competition days. Monday wlll be 
a standby day in case of bad weather. 

If anyone in the Brisbane and surround 
ing areas is interested in doing a meteorology 
course for cross country fllghts; there 
will be one organized with a sailplane 
instructor who also works at the Department 
of Meteorology. This course will be held 
during the ·week at night at a deSignated 
place chosen by the QHGA executive. The 
location will be chosen so that everyone 
has an equal distance to travel to attend 
the course. For further information please 
contact myself or Marise for the dates and 
locations. 

Plenty of safe flying to you all, 

State Co-ordinator 
Graham Pukallus, 
Q.H.G.A. 

(TAHGA looks forward to a good year Of. 
co-operation with the new QHGA Executlve 
to overcome any problem s which may arise. 
Thanks for all the hard work Marise and 
Graham. Ed i tor. ) 

Minutes of the monthly Q.H.G.A. meet 
ing, 9 December, 1900. 

Meeting started 8.10 p.m. 

1. The secretary checked the membership 
fee situation with reference to Dick 
Lys and family, with Denise White. 

2. More than one member per family will 
have to pay a reduced membership fee, 
e.g. $18.00 to TAHGA and $2.00 to 
QHGA for the second anr. each consecut
ive member. 

3. There is to be a mo re s tringent ruling 
to be observed by registered Safety 
Officers at all flying sites in the 
future. 

MEGA3 CERTIFICATION IN PR0GPESS 
------------------------------------- advertisemen t--------------------------------------
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4 . Nominations for the 1981 executive are 
to be sent to the secretary, 19 Lord 
Byron Parade, Strathpine, 4500, by 21 
February, 1981. Positions to be 
reviewed are as follows: President, 
Vice President, Secretary, State Co
ordinator, Treasurer. 

5 . All nominees will be contacted prior 
to voting. 

6. New box address is to be included in 
the next issue of Skysailor - due to 
the inconvenience of mail collection, 
which is done daily. 

Meeting closed 10.00 p.m. 

NOBBY NOTES 
The Nobby club started the new year off 

with a new executive being voted in on 19 
January. The positions are now held by 
Dave Oxley - President, Hank Van Raalte -
Vice President, Graham Pukallus - Secretary, 
Pau 1 McNab - Treasurer, Heather Cygan -
'Women's Advisory Committee'. The meeting 
was a success with a good roll up of members. 
We strongly urge all unfinancial members 
with the Nassa club to become financial 
before the end of February. They must 
also be financial TAHGA members. 

For the weekends in January the Nobby 
has been producing plenty of good thermal 
days, giving all the eager cross country 
fliers plenty of experience and enjoyment. 
The re is to be a new take off area in the 
future. It is situated at the fairway. 
A new landing area is being cleared next 
to it. We hope that the landing area will 
be used more frequently as it is quite easy 
and safe to land on top of the ridge. A 
new road is being built there. 

The club executive has decided to pre
s en t an award to members for different 
c ro ss country tasks, e.g . , a bronze med
allion for a flight of 10 km, silver med
allion for 30 km, and a gold medallion for 
50 km . This idea was brought into effect 
a s from 19 January , when we noticed in the 
J an uary Skysailor that the FAI medals are 
ava ilable for hang glider pilots; but we 

.fee l our distances are more realistic. 
Th a t! Not our skills and general condit -
i o ns. 

We feel that we would also like to be 
r ec ognized by the FAI . Therefore, there 
are a few pilots in the club applying to 
bec ome official FAI observers. Thi s idea 
is f unded by the club for its members to 
stri ve to be better and safer pilots and to 
sho w that they deserve some recognition for 
bei ng competent cross country fliers . 

22. 

The club has been using 'walkie-talkie' 
type radios for communication between the 
gliders and the hill where the pick up car 
relays messages for quicker pick ups of 
cross country pilots. We are using some 
sets of 1 watt to 5 watts with trailing 
wire aerials, which greatly extends the 
range of the radios. This system is working 
so well that the retrieval car is at the 
landing site before the pilot has packed up. 
If anyone has any enquiries just write to 
the above address and we will be only too 
happy to help. 

Plenty of safe and high flying to you 
all. 

Graham Pukallus, 
Secretary, Nobby Area Sky 
Surfing Association. 

Supplement to the Nobby Notes 

Congratulations are in order to the 
following members for their cross country 
achievements during January 1981. 
Scott Tucker, Dick Lys, Dave Oxley, Peter 
Rayfield, Col Hooker, Graham Pukallus. 
(So, who won the first gold medallion?! 

I hope it was a special proof edition -
the only one of its kind. Editor. 

, 

skysoaring industries 
po. Box 103, Thirroul 2515. 
phone Steve Kennard 

(042) 67 1794 

VARIOMETERS . .. ........ ... ..... .. ...... . . $170 .00 
Hummingbird D Varios 

HELMETS . .. .. .. ... . ...... . .............. . $ 54.00 
GPA moulded helmets 
5 sizes 
White, blue and orange 

AL TI METERS .. .. . ... .. ....... . .. . .... . .... $115.00 
Thommen 2000-26 altimeters 
Wrist strap - $7.00 

WIND METERS ...... .. .. . .. . . . . . . . .. . .. . ... $ 23.00 
HALL windmeters with brackets 

PARACHUTES . ... . .. .... .. . .. .... . .. . ...... $380 . 00 
Advanced Air Sports, 
Kevlar lines with 20 lines, 
20 ft . canopy , 1 oz. cloth, 
Weighs 4 lbs . and is super compact 



S.41HGp.. 

Correspondence 10: 

P.O. BOX 163 

GOODWOOD, S.A. 5034 

SOUTH AUSTRALIAN HANG GLIDING ASSOCIATION INC. 

NOTICE OF INTENTION 

ANNUAL GENERAL MEEl'ING 1 981 

The SOUTH AUSTRALIAN HANG GLIDING ASSOCIATION INCORPORATED Executive Canmittee 

hereby notifies all members that the 1981 Annual General Meeting shall be held 

on : -

Tuesday, the third of March, 1981 at 
8.00p.m. at the Clubrooms of the South 
Adelaide Football Club Inc., 1303, 
South Road, St. Marys. 

Nomination forms for the election of the Executive Committee are available on 

request from the Secretary at the above address. 

PROXY VOTING 

If for some reason you cannot attend the A.G.M. you may, if you wish to, take 

advantage of ~oxy Voting by filling out the slip below and returning it to 

the Secretary at the above address. 

PROXY VOTE : 

I ..•...... . .............•.... •........•.... . do hereby nominate . . ................... . 

.... .••.. . . . ..•.•..•....•........ to cast my Proxy Vote at the A.G.M. of the 

South Australian Hang Gliding Association Incorporated. 

Signed Date 

MEGA3 ONLY $1299-00 
-------------------------------------advertisement --------------------------------------
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OUT OF THE BLUE 
1980 South Australian Hang Gliding 
Championship 

Unfortunately the 1980 South Australian 
Hang Gliding championship held at Burra on 
the October long weekend this year were 
cancelled due to bad weather. But there 
is the possibility they may be held later 
this year or more likely next year. There 
is also the possibility that the date of 
next year's championship will be changed 
from October because of the bad weather 
conditions at that time in recent years. 

After a brief exchange of letters with 
the Wil1unga Council they have approved of 
flying at Snapper Rocks, as long as signs 
are erected to warn traffic and spectators 
when pilots are flying. 

A letter has been received from B.H.P. 
giving permission for a wind direction 
pointer to be erected on Rapid Head for 
pilots attempting the coast run to show 
them whether conditions are favourable. 

SAHGA Annual General Meeting 

The Annual General Meeting will be held 
on the first Tuesday in March. Members who 
joined or'rejoined before December 1980 are 
called upon to nominate those club members 
who they think would serve the club well as 
an executive member. Nominations close 
28 days before the date of the meeting. 
Proxy voting forms will be printed in this 
issue of Skysai10r. 

Best of luck to Ian Sweetman and any 
other members who have entered . the Birdman 
Rally. 

The Annual Report is now ready for 
distribution - free to club members and 50¢ 
to non members. If you want one see 
Graham Miller at one of the General Meet
ings. 

skysailor back Issues 
IF you missed out on some of your Skysailors 

because your changed address or just joined 
up late 0 •• 

AND. you want a complete 1980 set of your 
magazine ••• 

THEN don't despair because you can buy 
back issues for the amazing price of 

SEND your 

50¢ per issue, 
including postage 

order and your money to 
TAHGA, 
Box 4 Holme Building. 
Sydney University. 2006 . 
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STANWELL 
SOARING 

CENTRE 
1/71 The Drive, Stanwell Park. 
P.O. Box 20, Helensburgh, 

VARIOMEFRS 
Hummingbird 
Ball 620 H 

ADVANCED AIR SPORTS EQUIPMENT 
Parachutes with ballast bag 
Equipment Carry bags 

FLENTJE FLYING FHINGS 
Fibreglass Instrument panels 
(suits any instruments) 

PLUS HEAPS MORE 

$170.00 
$275.00 

$350.00 
$ 30.00 

For all your flying gear - new and used 
gliders contact 

BORN TO FLY 

Clyde Farquhar 
Robyn Wake 

by Gus 

There I stood upon the hill. 
My legs were shaking. My Y fronts full. 
My brain said go. My legs said no. 
As the sail above blew, to and fro, 
Why I asked was I doing this. 
I had a feeling something would go amiss. 

Well this is it, I told myself. 
It's do or die and nothing else. 
So, away I went with lengthening stride. 
The kite went up and from side to side, 
My knees were knocking, my knuckles white, 
As I hurled my body from left to right. 

I had finally done it, I was in the air; 
Not too graceful, but I was there. 
I must have looked a funny sight 
As I left upon that maiden flight. 

When I finally gained command, 
My eyes were searching for a place to land. 
There it was, a patch of beach; 
I hoped it wasn't beyond my reach. 
The kite was flying like a wounded bird; 
I hoped to Christ my prayers were heard. 

And as I overshot my mark, 
And whistled through the leaves and bark, 
I closed my eyes and held on tight 
And, wished I'd never seen a kite. 

When I finally came to rest, 
And looked around my newfound nest, 
I saw my kite, a tangled heap. 
I'd 1 earnt my 1 esson, I'd got off cheap. 

So listen to me and mark my word. 
If you'd been meant to fly you'd be a bird! 



Ed itor, 

Whilst staying at my sister's ~ome 
recently I glanced through a magazlne. 
think it was called "Womans Day", or some
thing like that. In the magazine a reader 
had written a letter to the effect that she 
was fed up with her husband p~aying fo~t
ball during the winter and crlcket.durlng. 
the summer. In her letter the wrlter sald 
her husband should give the sports away and 
spend the time with the fa~ily . She felt 
the magazine would agree wlth her . 

The reply from the magazine was that 
it would be far better if she could organ
ize herself into joining her husband's 
clubs as the clubs can always do with help 
of one sort or other. In so doing she 
could cure her loneliness, make new friends 
and, above all, would make her marriage that 
much happier. 

At this point I thought about t~e 
number of wives I have heard grumbllng 
about how often their hang glider husbands 
spend flying. Whenever we have flying 
competitions we are always s~ort of g~ound 
volunteers, a job I'm sure Wlves or gl~l 
friends could do. In fact, after a llttle 
bit of experience and advice they could 
probably run a competition. 

From what I remember of women in the 
airforce during the war they were most 
capable. It wouldn't be too ha~d for 
them to organize games for the klds on 
flying days or barbecues for the flyers. 
There is no reason at all why we cannot have 
a woman's arm of our hang gliding clubs. I 
feel the involvement of flyers' families 
cannot· but do good to the hang gl idi ng 
movement. Also, there are a large number 
of women who hold first aid certificates 
and whose experience would be invaluable 
on our flying sites. 

Again, we often have flyers who out
land and there are no drivers to take the 
flyers' cars out to them. Keep in mind 
that most women can drive (better than most 
men). The other point being, the more 
women who come into contact with flyers 
the more they will understand about hang 
gliders and will worry less. The help 
women can give the clubs is endless. I 
would like to ask wives or girl friends to 
write to the Skysailor editor giving their 
views on the above or who perhaps have a 
few ideas of their own they would like to 
express. I feel sure the editor would be 
pleased to hear from them. Who knows ~ 
may print a few of them. Please don't 
write to me, I'm a bachelor and some hus
band may get the wrong idea. 

Yours, 
Bi 11 Thorneywork. S.A. 

MEGA3 

SHOCK, HORROR, ETC ... 
(Reprinted from ~, ~h: Officia~ j~urnal 
of the British Hang Glldlng Assoclatlon.) 

"It should be banned", says MP ... ? 

There is a sport .. . it is so danger
ous that fourteen people were admitted to 
one Scottish neurosurgical unit s uffer~ng 
from head injuries as a result of plaYlng 
it ... mostly with depre s sed fractures of 
the skull . 

And the name of this horrifyingly 
dangerous pursuit? ... 

Well, GOLF, actually 

'An article in the British Medical 
Journal on September 20th reviewed all 
the admissions to the neurosurgical unit 
in Glasgow over a five-year period, which 
had resulted from sports injuries . Of 
1900 admissions in this time, 52 (2.7 %) 
were sports-related, and the "league table" 
of head injuries looks like this:-

Golf 14 
Horse-riding 8 
Football 7 
Shooting 5 
Climbing 4 
Rugby 3 
Boxing 2 
Skating 2 

"Others" - 1 each: Swimming, karate, 
hang gliding, squash, hockey, cricket and 
athletics. 

Horse-riding in particular was singled 
out by the authors as producing severe 
injuries, three of the eight cases being 
left with some residual disability, 

The authors also note that the popul
arity of golf in Scotland may have some
thing to do with the high injury rate 
(caused mainly by children standing too 
close to the players tee-ing off, apparent
ly), and they make the interesting suggest
ion that any injury causing loss of con
sciousness should be followed by a period 
of at least four weeks before the sport is 
attempted again (as in boxing). 

Rumours that Roy Hill has received a 
spiritual message from Marcus Lipton, MP 
suggesting that golf should be bann~d are 
wholly without foundation ... 

(Well what a change not to be told that 
Hang Gliding is the most dangerous sport . 
But, watch out for those golf balls, ye 
fliers near golf courses~ Editor . ) 

WILL BE THE GLIDER IN 1981 
------------------------------------advertisement ------------______________________ __ 
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The EF6 
Design 8 Development 

by E. Fagan 

This successor to the EF5 has now been 
flight tested for nine months and has been 
proven safe and satisfactory in all respects. 

In the past the EF5 has always had the 
best performance although now the latest 
kites have almost caught up. 

The EF5 has two main shortcomings: 

- the need to hold a rudde r on to 
maintain a turn - this is tiring 
when thermalling; and , 

-poor static balance (tail heavy), 
making unassisted takeoffs difficult. 

The EF6 concept was to overcome these 
two shortcomings and to optimize high speed 
performance while retaining a minimum sink 
capability a bit better than the 10 m EF5. 
A major goal was to 360 with little or no 
rudder input for thermalling. 
Stability/Performance Trade-Off 

The old compromise is between high 
speed and low sink. You can't have the 
best of both; but you can optimise . 

The most efficient wing configuration 
is: 

• minimum washout 
• appropriate taper 
• high aspect ratio 

Unfortunately, all three of these 
detract from stability by encouraging tip 
s ta 11 . 

I chose to move away from the super 
s tability of the EF5, to more of a sail
plane situation where the glider must be 
flown rather than steered. A degree of 
tip stall in slow turns and a more severe 
full stall is therefore acceptable. 

This allows a better trade-off between 
miriimum sink and hiah speed LID. 
Sweep 

Sweep reduces straight ahead perform
a nce somewhat, but is an important factor 
governing the turning performance and 
pitch stability of a flying wing . A con
t ributing factor is that the effective di
hedral depends on the angle of attack . 

If you pushout the tip s are lowered 
t hus reducing the dihedral which i s what 
i s required to stay i n a turn . 

Accordingly, I designed in more sweep 
f or the EF 6 abo u t, 1 6 . 5 0 e ff e c t i v e . A s 
a lready mentioned, sweep and taper have a n 
adverse effect on high a sp ect ratio fl y ing 
wings in that the s ev erity of the st a ll in
c reases. This can, however, be comp e nsat
ed for by appropriate washout. 
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decided to go to a tapered wing for 
the following reasons: 

load distribution 
• lower tip mass 
• smaller chord allows lighter 

material to be used for the 
outboard ribs. 

The nett result is good static balance 
and overall weight saving. The low tip 
inertia means very fast roll rates; which 
is a real advantage in turbulence or tight 
situations. 

Construction 

The wind construction is the same as 
that of the EFs's. The EF6 having approx-
imately the span of the 12 m EF with the 
area of the 10 m, giving an aspect ratio of 
10.5 : 1 . 

In order to further reduce the weight, 
I carried out a general reappraisal of the 
EF5 design with regard to the consistency 
between load and load bearing capability of 
components. The result was that the keel 
and T.E. flying wires of the EF5 were 
found to be too strong. Accordingly the 
EF6 keel (being virtually only a compress
ion strut) was made thinner, viz. from 32 m 
tu be . 

Sail loads are very low on a rigid 
wing so I also reduced the sailcloth weight 
by 20 %. 

Another innovation with the EF6 is the 
use of negative '9' T.E. deflexors to hold 
up the trailing edge at the tips . This 
prevents wing warping due to rudder loads, 
which slows roll response. They also 
strengthen the trailing edge and define the 
washout. 

An added safety feature is that the A-
frame is fully duplicated. I.e . , the 

. bottom bar is a double tube 28.58 sleeved 
with 25.4 and the wires attach by means of 
two shackels. This means that no one 
failure can cause a total failure (see 
photo). 



/ 

Caption: 
breaking EF-6. 

Ron Grey in his record
Photo by E. Fagan. 

Testing & Performance 

Tuning the EF6 was simply a matter of 
adjusting the washout for acceptable stall 
characteristics and the dihedral for good 
continuous 360's . It is set to slowly 
come out of multiple 360's without any rudd
er input. 

The performance turned out as expected 
with a very good LID and minimum sink) some
what better than a 10 m EF but not as good 
asa12mEF. 

The general feel is very 1 ight and 
responsive - like a much smaller glider . 

Specifications 

span 
dihedral 
L.E. sweep 
T.E. sweep 
wing area (plan) 
aspect ratio 
taper ratio 
weight 
load factor 
(80kg. pilot) 

control : 
pitch 
roll 

performance: 

LID 
stall speed 

11 . 9m . 
6.8 0 

180 

13 0 

13.57 2 (146ft2) 
10.5: 1 
1 .66 
29kg. 
> 6 g. 
(9g.version avail
able) 

weight shift 
drag rudders 

approx. 13:1 
approx. 14 knots 
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Roll: 

P itc h : 

Dive recovery: 

Stall : 

Fa s t , feels like a 
much smaller glider 
Respon s ive 

Excellent 

Gentle, predictable 
entry but rapid devel
opment if not corrected 
- like a Sail~lane 

A practical indication of performance 
is illustrated by Ron Grey's recent record 
breaking flight against a MEGA II flown by 
Andy Rennie (a very experienced and capable 
pilot of the same weight). 

EF6 
MEGA 

160 km 
28 km 

These results were achieved in pre
dominately ridge soaring conditions and 
therefore not subject to a luck factor as 
with thermalling. 

EF6's are now available in kit form 
and completed . For information, send a 
stamped self-addressed envelope to : -

E. F. Aircraft 
7 Peter Street, 
Box Hill Nth . , Vic. 31 29. 

(Editor's Note : The photo of Ron Grey 
flying his fF-6 also appeared in the January 
issue. Unfortunately, the caption was 
omitted by the printer. We apologise for 
this and have reprinted the photo to com
pensate both pilot and photographer.) 



LETTERS TO THE 
EDITOR 

EDITORIAL 
It's called initiation by fire and 

brimstone~ Your new Editor had her first 
real soar at Stanwell Park on Saturday. 
There were 64 kites on the hill that day. 
But, I was determined not to let the 30 odd 
kites in the air make me chicken out this 
time and head for the beach, yet again. So, 
complete with 'white knuckle syndrome' and 
in sheer panic I was thrown off. There I 
was (again), heading for the beach. Dec
isiori time: it was going to be now or 
never~ I turned back , worked my way back 
into the crowd and there I was soaring -
even managed to get into my seat, no less~ 
Let the bastards panic this time I'm not 
going down, and there I stayed for an hour. 

Would you believe I used to be para-
noid of heights? Couldn't get onto a chair 
to save my life from a mouse. No~ Well, 
never mind. You could say it was sort of 
exciting. Just like a World War II movie, 
except the bad guys seemed to have all the 
machine guns. So now you know who the 
crazy was last Saturday. Just wait till 
next time~ 

Your new Editor is Olga White (that's 
me), closely related to Dennis White (HGFA/ 
TAHGA Treasurer) but definitely not to 
Bruce White (NSWHGA Co-ordinator). Sorry 
Bruce - I love you too~ I was last seen 
working as the Records Manager for United 
Permanent Building Society at Parramatta. 
You know - 'the solid as a rock' people. 
I can't seem to be able to convince them 
tha ~: they should sponsor 'a hang glider; a 
truly safe and solid investment I would have 
thought. Well never mi nd ~ 

Skysailor will continue to be illu s 
trated and put together by Marsha (Leeman), 
Greg (Tanner), Dennis (White), Steve (Conley) 
and sundry other friends and helpers. I 
would like to take this opportunity to thank 
Marsha for the hard work that she put into 
editing and organizing Skysailor during the 
second half of last year. If it hadn't 
been for Marsha it would never have come out 
so regularly, and nearly always on time. 
How did you like our new look colour cover? 
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The deadline for each issue will con-
tinue to be the 1st of each month. How 
about sending in an article, a poem, a 
photograph, a cartoon, a letter - or any-
thing? We're always looking for something 
new and exciting for the front cover. How 
about it? We've been particularly light 
on in the way of contributions from Tasmania, 
Victoria, South Australia, the A.C.T. and 
Western Australia, and definitely a bit on 
the heavy side with regard to New South 
Wales. How about helping even it out 
somewhat? 

For some, January will be the last 
Skysailor which they will have received -
unless of course they renew~ So, if you 
hear anyone whingeing because they haven't 
received the February Skysailor ask them if 
they've renewed. 

Safe Soaring, 
Olga White. 

Slipping Helmets 

It is only a small point but it may 
interest members the way I overcame the pro-
blem of my helmet slipping forward. We 
have all had this problem at some time or 
other . It used to happen to me every time 
I had a short back and sides haircut. Un-
fortunately, they do not make helmets that 
one can expand or contract to fit the scalp 
when one's hair grows or is cut. I over-
came the problem by fitting a square approx. 
5" x 5" of ;' '' thick foam sheeting loosely 
inside the top of the helmet. When one 
tightens the chin strap up the foam is 
slightly compressed against the scalp. 
Anyhow, it works for me . Try it out your-
self then you may not have to do any more 
blind landings . 

Bill Thorneywork. S. R. 



Super Glider Blues 

OPEN LETTER TO PILOTS CHANGING FROM 
INTERMEDIATE TO SUPER GLIDERS 

Bill Thorneywork, S R 

I have not found any hang gliding 
books which warn in detail the pilot chang
ing from an intermediate to a Super glider 
of what can be expected when he/she takes 
the first flight on a Super glider. For 
this reason I h~ve written of my experience 

. with the hope it will help the above pilots. 

I have for some years flown a Cobra 
reasonably well and as I have just earned 
my H3 I decided to buy myself a Mega II. 
My first two flights were from the sand 
hills at Maslins. I had heard that Super 
gliders were very hard to fly so I was 
naturally very nervous . I took off on a 
sand hill, flew a short distance and made a 
perfect landing. My second flight was 
from a higher sandhill. This flight wasn't 
so good. My aircraft felt aS , if it was. 
developing a slight wobble, WhlCh soon dlS
appeared, and I made a good landing. 

My next flight was from Ochre Pt. 
which is over 150 ft. high. I took off 
full of confidence but my confidence was 
short lived . My take off was good but 
about thirty feet out from take off the 
glider started to oscillate extremely 
violently. From that point onwards my 
guardian angel flew the glider; b~caus~ I 
sure didn't. The glider kept osclllatlng 
until it was low enough for ground effect 
to cut out the oscillations and I was able 
to make a perfect landing. My next flight 
was a repeat of the first except by this 
time I was as scared as hell. 

After carrying my glider back to the 
take off pOint, a pilot told me I would 
probably do much better if I flew prone. 
So I took off in prone. Although the 
Piiot meant well it didn't work, I oscill-
ated much better, in fact. If I hadn't 
wrapped the A-frame in sponge rubber tube 
I would have broken my ribs. Somehow I 
ended up above the beach and again made a 
perfect landing. At this point I mu~t 
point out the reason for my good landlngs. 
It was because I have fitted a stall alert. 
My glider's stall speed is 14 mph. I have 
my stall alert set at 20 mph and I flare 
as soon as the stall alert sounds. 

The following weekend I went back to 
the flying site but I felt that the wind was 
far too strong for me to again tryout my 
Super skybird. But, it was a good oppor-
tunity to find out if I or the glider was at 
fault. So I. asked Rob Davis if he would 
give my glider a test for me. The one 
thing he found out was that my glider flew 
better than his own. I now knew the glider 
flew without effort. When I arrived home 
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I stayed awake most of the night analysing 
what I was doing so wrong! Then, I realiz-
ed I was trying to fly my new bird like a 
Cobra. I'm not criticizing my Cobra. She 
has given me many many safe hours of wonder-
ful flying. For a start they are two com-
pletely different birds. Firstly, the A 
frame on the Mega is taller than I am which 
makes it very much longer than the Cobra's 
A frame - so I had found the answer "LEVER
AGE" . 

If I push out an inch on the Cobra I 
must push out a fraction of that on the 
Mega for the same results. On the holiday 
Tuesday I returned to Ochre Pt. to test out 
my theory. I took off in a hang position, 
held ontu the bar as if it was made of eggs. 
There was no sign of oscillation. Then, I 
found another problem. The bar was too 
far away f rom me to push out for the turn 
down the beach but I was able to make a 
slow turn by moving weight alone and felt 
just a touch of oscillation. That dis-
appeared when I straightened up. I again 
made a gooL landing. 

When I ~as again back on take-off I 
asked one of the higher rated pilots why 
my A frame was 5 0 far from my reach. He 
told me my glider was set up for prone but 
suggested that after I was airborn I hold 
onto the uprights. This I did and had a 
perfect flight. I had my new parachute 
and harness with me so I decided to try a 
prone flight but wasn't too sure how to ri g 
it up. Luckily at this time Rob Woodw ard 
turned up and he kindly set my harnes s up 
for me, for which I'm most grateful . Any-
how I took off, the take-off was good, the 
flight proved at last that Skybird and I 
were on the same wave length. . My landi ng 
was again perfect . 

Now I'm g8ing back to basics, starti ng 
with Sand 180 turns. When I can do 
these perfectly I will again think of soar-
ing. But, I must be certain I can fully 
control my glider first, 

I would like to finish by saying that 
the above is the way I'm learning to fly my 
new Mega. It may not suit other gl iders 
or pilots but they have my experience to 
read about and hopefully will avoid the samE 
traps. The only thing I had re ad about 
flying a Super glider for the tirst time was 
"If you start to oscillate or dutch roll 
just sit tight". But, how does one do that 
whilst swinging like a pendulum. 

(Thanks for your experiences, Bill. Hope
fully, other pilots will learn froln your 
article and not be too hasty in rushing out 
to fly, or buy, a new 'super' glider, before 
they are quite ready for one. Editor) 



AIRSPEED, WHAT IS IT, IS IT ANY USE? 

by J.A. Hudson 

(Reprinted from ~, the Official journal 
of the British Hang Gliding Association.) 

Airspeed is the speed at which our 
gliders fly through the air. If our glid
er will only fly forward at a maximum speed 
of 25 mph and the wind is blowing towards 
us at 25 mph we will make no headway at all. 
In fact if the wind speed is so near our 
maximum flying speed we are unlikely to 
even get airborne, and will likely get 
blown back violently to suffer not only 
broken pride and glider parts, but most 
probably bones as well. 

Experienced pilots are often able to 
lean against the wind and assess it with 
regard to their own capabilities and glider. 
They've had years of practice and most are 
right every time. However, after physic
ally testing the wind many times I've come 
to the conclusion that it is next to im
possible for anyone, no matter how exper
ienced, to be accurate in their guess at 
the true windspeed by feel alone. 

The air is alive and vibrant and has 
many facets. We've all had days when 
super light airs of 8 mph give good easy 
soaring and others when the wind chews your 
bones and the lift is scratchy. It is all 
to do with density, and these pilots lean
ing against the wind, arm~ outstretched are 
not just calculating the speed but subcon
sciously feeling its resistance and density. 

If your experience is limited there is 
no shame in getting out a meter and measur-
ing the wind speed before flight. If you 
are flying on a site where there are ex
perienced pilots around, it is usually no 
problem, but many times groups of learner 
pilots meet together on the training hill 
and a windspeed indicator is a useful tool. 

Ventimeters 

There are two main types available -
The Dwyer and the Ventimeter. The Dwyer 
is a very convenient little meter which is 
supplied in its own case and slips easily 
into the pocket. It has a tiny polystyr-
ene ball which floats up inside a tapered 
tube and the speed indicated is read off 
a scale at the side. The Dwyer is a dual 
speed instrument and covering a hole at the 
top with your finger will cause the ball 
to read a scale of 10-50 mph, whilst the 
other scale shows very light airs from 0-10 
mph. 

The problem with it is accuracy. 
have heard but not yet met one which gives 
a true windspeed. When used in winds over 
15 mph, they all seem to read high, i.e. a 
Dwyer showing 40 mph is probably reading a 
30 mph breeze. This need not be a problem 
though if you are aware of it and compen
sate accordingly. 
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The Ventimeter is a more sophisticated 
instrument and uses a floating disc which 
slides up and down on a stainless steel 
needle in the centre of a transparent tap
ered tube . The speed is read off a small 
printed scale on the outside of the tube 
and the Ventimeter also incorporates a 
handy compass in the handle which shows 
wind direction. The floating disc is more 
stable than the polystyrene ball of Dwyer 
and the instrument is far more accurate. 

Airspeed in flight 
Airspeed is important, not for just 

checking whether it is flyable or not, but 
a 1 so d uri n g f 1 i g h tit s-e 1 f. A g 1 ide r wi 11 
only fly if it has sufficient air speed 
over the wing to cause lift. If the speed 
is slowed down too far the wing will stall 
and the glider fall rapidly until sufficient 
airspeed is regained. Stalling can have 
disastrous consequences. Gliders also 
realise their best potential if flown corr
ectly in relation to their optimum airspeed. 
Many times one will see a glider being flown 
either too slowly , which causes heavy sink 
on turns and is dangerous, or too quickly, 
which means the best minimum sink of the 
aircraft is not being utilised. 

The best minimum sink (height lost 
against time) is achieved a few mph above 
stall speed and if you can measure your 
airspeed at all times you will often find 
performance you did not know your glider 
had. Very often the 'smooth pi lots' we 
all watch and admire have nothing more 
than a very accurate control of their 
speed and rarely do you see them acceler
ating and decelerating across the sky. 

Flying too slowly can not only kill 
you but the resultant 'mushes' on turns 
cause altitude loss and need to increase 
speed beyond the optimum, to regain flying 
speed. Very wasteful flying indeed. 

Glider Pilots (our big brothers) talk 
continuously about "speed to fly" for opti
mum distances flown. "Speeds to fly" form 
a major section in any book about gliding 
and since we are following in their foot
steps we should familiarise ourselves with 
the principles in order to learn. The 
subject is fairly complicated and at the 
moment we are right at the bottom rung of 
a ladder which leads to speed to fly prin
ciples being a part of our daily air time. 
However, the Cal verts and Baileys among us 
frequently use "speed to fly" principles in 
cross-country flying, speeding up when in 
good lift and slowing down as the lift 
weakens. Obviously if the lift is very 
light, flying too quickly cancels it out, 
whilst if the lift is strong one can afford 
to speed up so as to cover the greater 
distance in the time available. 

Good speed control is essential for 
maintaining the best glide angle between 
thermals. Simply put, if you need to 
glide to the base of the next thermal, 
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gliding too quickly will reduce the glide 
angle and although you will cover distance 
in a shorter time you will probably fall 
short and have to land. Flying too slowly 
may mean you reach the thermal source at a 
usable altitude but the time taken will 
probably mean the thermal has ended its 
life and will be useless to you. Knowing 
your glider, its best speed for best glide
angle and its best speed for minimum sink 
may mean the difference between a ten mile 
flight and a 50 mile one . 

Airspeed indicators 
The only way to tell airspeed is to 

measure it and there are three glider air
speed indicators (ASIs) currently available. 

The first is the Winter, which is a 
neat unit made in Germany . It's made on a 
Venturi principle in which the air blows 
through a tapered tube causing suction -
(the Venturi effect). The suction acts 
upon a diaphragm and causes a needle to 
deflect around a scale. 

Winters are very well made and uncom-
plicated in use. They attach to the con-
trol frame by means of a Velcro clip. 
Positioned so, they are unable to indicate 
true air speed since the resistance caused 
by the effect of the pilot and glider com
bination alters the air pattern and pre-
vents accurate measurement. This is 
basically true of all current airspeed 
indicators and some American pilots found 
they had to lower an ASI over 20 ft . below 
the glider before they got true air speed 
readings. 

However, this is largely immaterial as 
one can easily compensate for the contin-
uous error. It would not matter a jot if 
your ASI was marked in Teddy Bears, Panda 
Bears and Polar Bears instead of mph provid
ing you know that your best minimum ·sink is 
a Teddy Bear and your best glide speed a 
Panda Bea r! 

A second ASI which is also mounted on 
the control frame of your glider or upon an 
instrument stalk is the Arbee. This in-
strument uses a flow type head which meas
ures the vortices as the air passes through 
it. This ASI also has a low battery 
warning indicator and an audio "stall warn
ing" indicator which one may find useful. 

Another ASI is the Pedro and this 
instrument seems to give more accurate 
readings. It uses a small fan unit which 
is mounted on the nose of the glider and 
which generates a small electrical current 
which in turn operates the meter needle. 
It seems very steady in use and owing to 
the position of ·the fan sensor gives a more 
accurate true airspeed than control frame 
mounted ones. 

Both the above instruments cost over 
50 but a very simple, very effective and 

reasonably accurate air speed indicator for 
your glider is the Ventimeter. 

It is quite amazing to fly with a Venti
meter owing to the extreme stability of the 
floating disc. It gives a very good indi
cation of your airspeed although it is 
limited if you slip or skid in any way. The 
hole into which the wind blows is fairly 
directional. The Ventimeter can be cl ipped 
to a simple bracket mounted on the control 
frame . 

Air speed is important - before long I 
predict every pilot will want an ASI to fly 
with in order to get the best out of his 
machine. Once glider performance starts 
to level off every bit extra will count. 
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TAHGA'S 

MARKET Pl.AC E 

NEW SO UTH WALES 

I 
I 

ill 

Moyes Maxi III quick set up, $700 
excel l ent condition. 
Minimum Rating II 
Bob Barnes (065)540-416 

Ultralight Wedge 'A' Excellent 
condition 
Minimum Rating I 
Chris (02)635-8206 

VK-2, with distinctive eagle artwork, 
excellent condition (only 
f l own by a little Old lady 
on Sundays) Minimum Ratins I Marsha Leeman (042)942- 45 

$650 

$650 
o. n. o. 

We dge ta il 11,175 sq.ft., brand $900 
new, green w/rainbow 
panel s , Minimum Rating III 
Steve Conley (042)942-545 
or work (02)236-2227 

Sky trek VK2, immaculate condition, owned $600 
since new April 1979, 
Minimum Rating I 
Martyn (02) 295 976 w, (02) 337 1729 h. 

VICTORIA 
Moyes Maxi III all red, good $500 

condition, 2 A-frames. o.n.o. 
Will freight anywhere 
in Australia . 
Minimum Rating II 
Stephen Ruffels (03)728-2778 

Lynx C The origina l double surface, $350 
cambered battened glider, o . n.o. 
pul l ey deflexors, def i ned 
t i ps, etc. Wi ll fre i ght 
anywhere i n Australia. 
Mi ni mum Rat i ng III 
Stephen - Ruffels (03)728 - 277 8 

Parachute Bennett Mk.I back up $250 
with harness and owner's o.n.o. 
manual. Chute and 
harness in very good 
condition. 
Daryl Raggatt (03)390-1672 

(a. h . ) 

Altimeter Aircraft type, bought $80 
new, good condition, 
includes calibration sheet 
Daryl Raggatt (03)390-1672 

U l ~ra Li ght's Wedgeta i l ' B' 
(wlt h blow dow n t i ps ) 

Ve r y good con dit ion, wi l l del iv er to N.S.W., 
A. C. T. , or S.A. $6 500 . n . o. Minim um 
Rating I. Brian Gane (052 ) 612- 123. 

HGFA Logo Competition 
The Hang Gliding Federation of Australia is 

the federal body which represents all facets of 
hang gliding (both foot launched and towed) to the 
Australian Government. H.G . F.A. is destined to 
become more prominent in the sport and we want a 
logo that will symbolise hang gliding to those 
who see it. 

REQUIREMENTS 
The logo will primarily be for letterheads and 

the like but it should be possible to also use it 
for car stickers, T-shirts, etc. 

The logo should incorporate "Hang Gliding 
Federation of Australia" or "H.G.F.A." as part of 
the design. 

Artwork must be "ready to print" quality . 

PRIZE 
A set of Dennis Pagen books (or other hang 

gliding accessories to similar value) will be 
awarded to the designer of the . chosen logo. 

CLOSING DATE 

Designs should be submitted to: 

T .A.H .G.A . , 
t30x 4, Ho lme Bl dg., 
Sydney University, 2006, 
New South Wales. 

no l ate r t han 31st March, 1981. 


